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Artifact One: Critical Thinking

https://sd43bcca-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/127-

nkuzmiszyn_sd43_bc_ca/EahwLSLkjgVLlIyw6l5-

apsBltI9N_pvil_FTLZ5Azm4Bw?e=t3VkS6

In this article, I made for an English project I showed critical thinking. I 
was able to analyze and deconstruct the story for important information. 
During the writing of this paper, I had to view the information in different 
ways than how my peers were seeing it because it wasn't giving me 
enough perspective on the situation. I tried to present the situation like a 
reporter with the least amount of bias I could. when people in the story 
were claiming that the machines and weight loss were connected to 
aliens, I had to look at the real facts and report on that rather than the 
random claims from civilians. When finding a way to present the 
information I decided on this newspaper article style. This format gave 
me a clean way to present my thoughts on the story as if I was living 
through it. I added a photo I think will draw an audience to view because 
it has the main subject of the paper which is weight loss and how people 
are achieving it in the story. I made the piece to show the facts of the 
story without embellishments.

https://sd43bcca-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/127-nkuzmiszyn_sd43_bc_ca/EahwLSLkjgVLlIyw6l5-apsBltI9N_pvil_FTLZ5Azm4Bw?e=t3VkS6


Artifact Two: Communication

When working on this project we had to use a lot of 

communication skills. We had to share our thoughts 

on how we should approach the complexities of the 

assignment. Once we got to the writing of the script 

we had to discuss how much work each person was 

doing. Our group went over the requirements for the 

performance and made sure to include those. My 

work as an individual in the group was writing the 60-

second old English script and perform the part of 

Nick bottom which were integral parts of the project. 

As a group, we made the most effective summaries 

of the Shakespeare scene we choose. As a group, we 

learned how hard it is to summarize Shakespeare in 

Old English and modern English. In our final 

presentation, we all could say our lines clearly and 

had memorized them, leaving us with a good 

performance.
https://youtu.be/6yoGpz25itg

https://youtu.be/6yoGpz25itg


Artifact Three: 
Creative Thinking

For this project, we wanted to have a topic that was interesting 

and also followed the criteria of a wood bug experiment. Before 

we thought of our experiment, we asked other groups what they 

were doing to get an idea of what we could do and still be 

original. We made sure we were all excited about the 

experiment and that it would be fun to do. We decided to go 

with an experiment about what fruits would attract wood bugs 

after bouncing off each other's ideas. When someone in our 

group forgot to bring other fruits we had to improvise so we 

took a tomato which is technically a fruit from Esther's sandwich 

and used that in the experiment. when we ran the experiment

we had problems so our group had to think of ways to solve 

them in the end, we just adapted the experiment to solve the 

problem. with the information, we got from doing the 

experiment and our previous knowledge of the scientific 

method we wrote up a lab report about our experiment. we also 

worked on making a nice infographic for our information.
https://sd43bcca-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/127-

nkuzmiszyn_sd43_bc_ca/ETjICnCoQzlKk0UCObr5r7ABGhU2QxrF33fFc6S0yGiyDw?e=2fRYEP

https://sd43bcca-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/127-nkuzmiszyn_sd43_bc_ca/ETjICnCoQzlKk0UCObr5r7ABGhU2QxrF33fFc6S0yGiyDw?e=2fRYEP

